I see
the radiance
of your smile
a brilliant
rainbow sign
through the
prisms of my tears
your souls forever
linked with
mine

I hear
the vestige
of your laugh
your whispers
vanishing my fears
the sweet rustling
of the leaves
is your prayer
echoing in
my ears

And I
will ring the
Bells of Glory
that celebrate
Your Life
Story
and our
Love
flows
on

When
the hours are
sometimes dark
you are my beacon
and my guide
to light the
pathway home
you’re ever
present at
my side

Beyond
boundaries
and time
our journey
has just begun
for I can hold you
within my heart
and yet release
you to
the sun

Yes I
will ring the
Bells of Glory
let’s celebrate
Your Life
Story
and our
Love shines
on and
on

Dedicated to all of us, One World One Peace
When artist Katon was painting the panels which form the center of the Release of Souls sculpture, she wrote a poem that speaks to
the eternal nature of the soul. If souls were as colorful as her paintings, imagine the rainbow that would be created as we are finally
released. Images, faces, smiles and memories; voices and scents; our love and our prayers – these do not cease to exist.
Her great hope is that the artwork, music and songs will be a gift of healing for the Families.
Audiences are invited to view an interactive sculpture, created by Katon, and attend a concert of songs dedicated to those who lost
their lives on September 11, 2001. The project also serves as a vehicle of support, hope and healing for all who were affected by the
events of that day; and to honor the valiant men and women: the Fire Fighters, Police, EMT’s, Paramedics, Emergency workers,
Military personnel, and Flight Crews, who risk their lives for society every working day – Fiona Blackburn

www.releaseofsouls.org
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©2001-2006, WORLD MEMORIAL is a nonprofit organization to advance freedom and 9/11 healing. While Ground Zero fires were still burning, professionals from around the globe teamed
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